Introduction
A major research focus in economics and econophysics is on the distribution of wealth in societies at different stages of development. Wealth includes money, material goods and assets of different kinds. Knowledge of the monetary equivalent of the latter two components is required in order to quantify wealth. A related and easier to measure distribution is that of income. The major motivation of theoretical models is to provide insight on the microscopic origins of income/wealth distributions. Such distributions are expected to provide good fits to the empirical data. In the context of incomes, Champernowne [2] has commented " The forces determining the distribution of incomes in any community are so varied and complex and interact and fluctuate so continuously, that any theoretical model must either be unrealistically simplified or hopelessly complicated." The statement highlights the desirability of finding a middle ground between the unrealistically simple and the hopelessly complicated.
A number of distribution functions has been proposed so far to describe income and wealth distributions. Theoretical models based on stochastic processes, have been formulated to explain the origins of some of the distributions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . One proposed distribution, mention of which is found in economic literature, is the beta distribution [8, 9] . In this paper, we describe a simple stochastic model of wealth distribution and show that the beta distribution is obtained in the non-equilibrium steady state.
Stochastic model
In the model, each economic agent (can be an individual, a family or a company) may be in two states: inactive (E) and active (E ). We determine the probability distribution of the wealth of an agent randomly selected from a population of agents. Let the agent possess wealth M at time t. Increase in the wealth of the agent can occur in two ways: at a steady rate and at random time intervals. In state E, the agent's wealth increases at rate b m and in state E , the rate is given by b m +j m . In both E and E , the agent's wealth decreases at rate k m M. The decay rate is proportional to the current wealth with k m being the decay rate constant. Transitions between the states E and E occur at random time intervals. The rate of change of wealth is governed by the equation
where z = 1 (0) when the agent is in the state E (E). Let pj(M,t) (j = 0,1) be the probability density function for wealth distribution when z = j. The rate of change of the probability density is given by
where WUJ is the transition rate from state k to state j. The first term in Eq. (2) is the "transport" term representing the net flow of probability density and the second term represents the gain/loss in the probability density due to random transitions between the state j and the other accessible state. One can define the activation and deactivation rates, k a and k d respectively, to be k a = Win, and k d = W 10 . From Eq. (2), 
